Holy Spirit

Verses 1 and 2 based on Isaiah 11:2
Verses 3–6 based on the Sequence for Pentecost
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VERSES

1. Give us a spirit of wisdom, __ an understanding that __
2. Give us a spirit of courage, __ and judgment that __
3. Spirit of love and compassion, __ give hope to all __
4. Spirit of all consolation, __ O lift our hearts __
5. Spirit of light and of wisdom, __ O lift us from __
6. Spirit of strength and of healing, __ bend stub-born heart __
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1. ing heart, __ Give us a spirit of knowledge __
2. is wise, __ Give us a spirit of revelation __
3. the poor, __ Spirit of justice and mercy __
4. this day, __ Spirit of all understanding __
5. our sorrow, __ Spirit of peace and forgiveness __
6. and will, __ Spirit of trust and of care __
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1. edge, __ and lead us to the truth, __
2. 'rence, __ of wonder and of awe, __
3. cy, __ come open every door, __
4. ing, __ O help us know your way, __
5. ness, __ O help us face tomorrow, __
6. ing, __ O melt us, warm our chill, __
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